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Question Heritage Appliance is currently less automated company, which is 

not managed by any manager. The organizational structure does not give 

powers to any one single person to make decisions and control the plant. 

However, the plant is projecting to expand its resources by building a new 

structure to replace its mother company. Amongst the cultural issues related

to this company is the plan to retain most of its workers around its branches 

if not all of them will be legible to work in the new facility. The management 

of the plants depended on the vice president of the company who operated 

the company from his house. The River Woods facility is projected to be 

more automated with recent technology in production of appliances 

(Cameron). This will also ensure that the facility produces more at the least 

cost while using the least human resource power. The organizational 

structure of River Woods facility is also under review and most of the top 

official agree that the facility should be managed by a general manager. The 

new manager under the proposal is likely to face the following challenges. 

One of the challenges is the new manager may become overworked. The 

manager is also likely to face resistance from the subordinates due to the 

new kind of leadership. The manager may also face communication 

problems, which are likely to be brought out by the organizational structure 

and the changes in technology at River Woods. The manger is also likely to 

become ‘ bossy’ since he/she will be ata position of making some of the 

important decisions in the company. 

Question 2 

Operating River Wood facility will require a manager who is willing and more 

able to meet the objectives of the company. In order to manage effectively 

one is required to have the ability to control others and influence their 
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decision. Owning the position of a manger automatically gives one the 

legitimate power to assign and give duties in addition to commanding what 

takes place in the organization. The other source of power the manager at 

River Woods is likely to exercise is the expert power based on his knowledge 

and his level of education. The skills he possesses will be able to influence 

his/her subordinates regarding the control of operations at the facility. The 

ability of the new manager to socialize and cultivate a good relationship with

the subordinates will give him/her referent power. The interpersonal skills 

and good relationship in an organization always provides a company with the

ability to attain its objectives. The new manager will obtain power by being 

able to allocate incentives such as salaries and promotions. The reward 

power will motivate employees hence the new manger will be able to control 

the organization with much ease. 

The proposed manager should have the following characteristics and 

qualifications. He/she should have the necessary education background and 

skills related to managing the company. A good work experience at a similar 

level is an added advantage to he proposed manager. The manger should 

have good communication skills. The manager should also be able to show 

good work ethics. In addition to this, he should have command over his/her 

juniors. The manager should also be hardworking and motivated and should 

act as an example to the rest. 
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